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!(ri + !i) = E!(ri)

TB Schrodinger equation in the absence of external field 
requires only numbering and neighboring assignments. 

What is it all about?  Fullerene as an example:  The Carbon atoms of Fullerene are located on a sphere.  
An electron hops from one atom to its nearest neighbor.  To find the spectrum one writes a tight-

binding model.  This is what we mean by:  Electron Dancing on a Sphere

C60 C540



The authors idea:
The curvature implied by the pentagons is equivalent

to a central field of a magnetic monopole

Our idea:
Apply a central magnetic field and solve the spectrum

of a tight binding model



 (a) Total valence electron density of 31P at the center of C60
fullerene in a cross sectional plane containing the P atom. (b) Donor
electron density of 31P in a diamond nanocrystallite shown in a (111)
plane containing the P atom. 
Seongjun Park, Deepak Srivastava and Kyeongjae Choc
JOURNAL OF NANOSCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGY (2001).

It is also possible now to put an atom at the center
and create a central electric field of a point charge



!
!i

ei!(!i)!(ri + !i) = E!(ri)

TB Schrodinger equation in the 
presence of field.

Thus we focus on a tight-binding model for electrons 
hopping (or dancing) on the sphere in the field of 
I Magnetic charge and II Electric charge.

The sites on the sphere can be those of C60 but we 
will start with simpler and more symmetric objects

Note: No disorder, No e-e interaction, No TD limit.  Just a spectrum of a 
relatively small system. 

Part I (20). Electron on the sphere in the central field of Magnetic Charge

Part II (15). Electron on the sphere in the central field of Electric Charge

Part III (10). Surprising common point where I and II meet

Motivation: Beside possible relation to graphene there is a net....



Physical-Beauty!!

Emerging interests

1) Beautiful relation between physics and geometry and
special challenge in graph theory

2) Intriguing challenge: Understanding the point symmetry 
group content and its relation to gauge invariance

3) Practical formula for incorporating spin-orbit interaction 
in tight binding models (starting from the Pauli Hamiltonian)

4) Remarkable relation between the spectrum of the 
electron in the field of a magnetic charge to its spectrum in 

the field of an  electric central charge. 
The former can be deduced from the latter



Dirac (1931): If there is a magnetic charge g then g is quantized as:  

The flux of g through a close surface (e.g a sphere) is then calculated using
Gauss theorem for magnetic charge 

2eg
!c = 2S (an integer)

4!g = 2S!0 = 2S hc
e

B = g
r2 r̂

Electron in the field of a magnetic charge (continuum formulation)



Origin:  Vector potential for magnetic charge is singular. (Wu and Yang 
1975). 

An elegant proof using fully gauge invariant arguments (without resorting to 
singular vector potentials) is given by Jackiw Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 159 (1985);
and arXiv:hep-th/0212058.  

A1 = g(1!cos !)
sin ! !̂

A2 = !g(1+cos !)
sin ! !̂

ei e
!c

R
A1d! = G(!)ei e

!c

R
A2d!

G(!) = ei2S!X

Y

Z



B = g
R2 r̂ = !S

eR2 = !"A

Hamiltonian H = L2

2mR2

Angular momentum L = r! ["i!#+ eA(r)], L · r̂ = 0.

Generator of rotations J = L + !Sr̂, J · r̂ = !S

Note: spinless particle with spin 1/2 angular momentum algebra!

Saha 1936  

Spectrum: 2mR2H = J2 ! !2S2 = !2[l(l + 1) + (l + 1
2 )2S]

J2 = !2j(j + 1), j = S + l, l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and 2S = n is an integer



“Hydrogen atom”: Schrodinger eq. for electron in the field of magnetic monopole (Tamm 1931) 



Magnetic monopole in CM physics (Haldane, PRL 51, 605 (1983)). Motivation: Constructing translation
invariant Laughlin wave functions. 

Magnetic monopole in CM physics (YA, Y. Hatsugai and M. Kohmoto PRB 1995). Electron on a sphere of 
radius R with monopole g at the center and disorder. 
Motivation: Avoiding edge states in IQHE. Example of calculations:  MF analysis.

Nature, 451, 42 (2008)
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Spectrum of electron on the plane with a 
perpendicular Mag. Field. Continuous (down) and 
lattice - Hofstadter butterfly (right) 
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Spectrum of electron on a spherical shell 
in the field of magnetic monopole n=2S

Hofstadter problem on a sphere

TB electron in the field of Dirac monopole



In constructing TB we want to start with the simplest problems that have some geometrical symmetry.  
The highest ones obtain when all links and all faces are equal. There are only 5 such objects, the “platonic 
solids”: tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, icosahedron.  So let us start with these relatively 
simple systems. (in this sense we do not have a “continuum limit” by taking lattice constant to 0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Tight Binding Description: Platonic solids

H =
!

<n,m> a†nei!nmam + h.c

terrahedron cube octahedron dodecahedron icosahedron

(L=F+V-2 by Euler’s theorem)

Tight binding Hamiltonian

p=coordination # q=# of links/face V=# of sites, L=# of links, F=# of faces
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H =
!

<n,m> a†nei!nmam + h.c

How to chose the phase factors?
The standard procedure is:
Compute the line integral of A along links of a 
face to get the flux per face.  Then sum the 
fluxes on all faces to get the total flux.

Using the tetrahedron as an example we get the 
following result:

The problem is: 1) Different fluxes 
for equal faces. 2) Sum of fluxes=0.
(this is clear because each link is 
traced twice in opposite directions)

faces have di!erent fluxes (phases) !, !, !, and ! 3! "= !

but faces can have the same phase factors ei!, ei!, ei!, and e!3i! = ei!

PROVIDED ! IS QUANTIZED!! as ! = 2n!
F=4 , or ! = 1

F n!0

2! !face
!0

= e
!c

!
links

"
link Alink · ds



The challenge of constructing the tight binding Hamiltonian for electron 

living on the V vertices of a platonic solid with F faces and hopping along the 

L links is then: Find phase factors  

 such that the product of phase factors along links of a face is a phase

 which is identical for all F faces, and 
 (this problem is encountered in a simpler form when you solve TB with mag.  field on a torus).
We displayed the solution for the tetrahedron (F=V=4, L=6) using a single phase factor (except for the 
trivial 1). Otherwise it is less simple and requires special technique in graph theory (spanning tree.)  

After this is achieved the Hamiltonian is constructed and the spectrum is found.  

ei!nm along links m———–n

Now you can relax in your 
chair and see some figures of 
the spectra of platonic solids
(or sleep).

a spanning tree is a graph with no loop, that 
passes through every vertex of the polytope.

[e!face ]F = eiF!face = 1

ei!face



V=4, matrix=4x4, F=periodicity=4

Tetrahedron



V=4, matrix=4x4, F=periodicity=4

Tetrahedron



V=4, matrix=4x4, F=periodicity=4

Tetrahedron



V=8, matrix=8x8, F=periodicity=6

Cube



 

V=6, matrix=6x6, F=periodicity=8

Octahedron



V=20, matrix=20x20, F=periodicity=12

Dodecahedron



V=12, matrix=12x12 F=periodicity=20

Icosahedron



 

 

Our Flying-bat

Hofstadter 
Butterfly

 



Diamond configuration. Tight binding equations can be solved exactly.

F=periodicity=60

“Diamond”



Prism configuration. Tight binding equations can be solved exactly.

Prism

u =
2!"side

!0
2!basis + N!side = n!0



The Fullerene: V=60, F=32 (20 Hexagons+12 Pentagons), L=90, a real challenge!
 (The “analytic party” is somewhat over). 

12!5 + 20!6 = 4!

For a given monopole number n we construct ! = ein
!5
2 , " = ein

!6
2

EGS prove that: cos!5 = 54887+720
!

5
59049 cos!6 = 511+945

!
5

2916

!5
!6

= 0.295072
0.451275 = 0.653863 ! 2

3

The nontrivial phase factors we use are: !, ", "2, !3"6, !6"12, !9"16



Magic numbers at Q = N ! 84 because 84!5 " 2, 84!6 " 3.

Two incommensurate faces: no periodicity (but “magic numbers”)



Landau levels in Graphene 

continuous model TB (honeycomb) model (Hasegawa and Kohmoto)



End of part I (electron in the field of magnetic charge) 



Part II-electron on the sphere in the field of central electric charge 

E = q
r2 r̂

In the continuous geometry (spherical shell) we get Atomic SO interaction L.S

E+ = C!2!
2 , m+ = 2(! + 1), E! = !C!2(!+1)

2 , m! = 2!

What is the tight binding version of L.S ? 

The answer is again related to phase factors

Instead of U(1) phase factors for electromagnetism

We will have SU(2) phase factors. The Pauli Eq. has

an approximate U(1)xSU(2) symmetry. (Frohlich & Studer)

This is like the hydrogen atom problem albeit with fixed distance from the center.  
E cannot push or pull the electron. The only effect is the spin-orbit interaction. 
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Magnetic field U(1) Spin-orbit SU(2)

Kinetic energy 1
2m (p + e

cA)2 1
2m

!
p + e!

4mc2 E! !"
"2

Phase factors U12 = e
ie
!c

R 2
1 A·dl S12 = Pe

ie
4mc2

R 2
1 E!!"·dl

The problem is how to calculate the action in S12 because generically, the 
matrices in the  integrand do not commute at different points.  The integral 
should be path-ordered. We suggest a reasonable algorithm (next page).

Hopping term a†1U12a2 a†1![S12]!"a2"

Hamiltonian HU(1) =
!

<ij> a†iUijaj HSU(2) =
!

i!j" a†i![Sij ]!"aj"



HSO =
!

<i!j"> a†
i!eiµn̂ij ·#!aj"

Θ

n

a b

n=axb/|axb|       cosΘ=a.b/(|a| |b|)

This is a 2Vx2V matrix. The physics enters in    (SO strength) and sigma (spin)
The geometry enters in nij. This is a discrete form of the atomic L.S. 

µ

Θ

En

Θ

E
n

µ(!) = qe!
4mc2R

µ(!) = 2qe tan !
2

4mc2R

Explicit form for radial field E = qr̂
r2 : S12 = eiµ(!)n̂12·!"

The cube as an example

sin !
2 = 1!

3



V=4, matrix=8x8

Tetrahedron



Properties of the spectrum (periodic in   with period 2 pi):
sum rules

!2V
a=1 Ea = Tr[HSO] = 0,

!2V
a=1 E2

a = Tr[H2
SO] = 4L2

Kramers theorem: Hso conserves TR invariance.
each level Ea is at least 2 fold degenerate.

Constant (site independent) solutions : !a =
!

v1

v2

"
, Ea = p cosµ

Semi periodicity: Ea(µ) = !Ea(µ + !)

Lack of symmetry in µ! "µ although Sij("µ) = Sij(µ)†

µ! !"µ symmetry: HSO(µ) and HSO(!"µ) have the same spectrum

Special symmetry points: µ0 = !
2 , µ1 = !

2 + ! are symmetry points.

This is remarkable: Physics and geometry combine together!

µ

Somewhat less obvious symmetry:
A and B are vectors to adjacent sites A · !"SAB(! ! µ) = SAB(µ)B · !"



V=8, matrix=16x16

Cube



 

V=6, matrix=12x12

Octaahedron



V=12, matrix=24x24

Icosahedron



V=20, matrix=40x40Dodecahedron



End of part II (Electron on a sphere in the field of central charge)



mopole 
n=1

Rashba SO

µ = !
2

mopole 
n=-1

Part III (5 min) Surprising relation: Emagnetic charge(n = ±1) = Eelectric charge(µ = !
2 )

That is valid for ALL objects (including the Fullerene!!)



Why surprising? first of all      is interaction strength and     is a geometrical property! 
1) H(magnetic) is VxV and violates TR invariance. 
    H(electric) is 2Vx2V and respects TR invariance. 
2) H(magnetic) does not involve spin.
    H(electric) is based on spin physics through Rashba SO term. 
And yet, at this special point we can map the SO Hamiltonian into the following form:

An important consequence: The spectrum of the monopole system at n=1 (experimentally 
inaccessible) can be constructed through the spectrum of the SO system at the symmetry point 
(experimentally accessible)!!

Each VxV block violates TR but
the 2Vx2V two block matrix
respects TR invariance.  

µ !

HSO(µ = !
2 ) !

!
H1 0
0 H!

1

"
H1 =

!
<AB> tABa†AaB, tAB = ei!AB

cos!AB = cos!+cos !A+cos !B+1

4 cos !
2 cos

!A
2 cos

!B
2
! tAB = ei

"NAB
2

A B

N

O
!

!A !B

This is a variant of the Heron formula for the spherical
triangle ANB. The phase of tAB is half the spherical angle area! 

!
LAB!Face tAB = ei

!F ace
2

!
Face ei

!F ace
2 = e2i!1!2! = 1

 so the product of all hopping terms is exp(2i\pi)=1



Take home (instead of summary)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

HSO =
!

<i!j"> a†
i!eiµn̂ij ·#!aj"

Discretized form of atomic L.S

Thank you for your attention
arXiv:0801.1460 (with useful appendix on Fullerene)
arXiv:08020795 (Jstat Mech).


